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Intrafin Toys & Games Distribution is a leading EU-wide distributor with headquarters in
Belgium, connecting passionate gamers, geeks, and pop culture enthusiasts with a diverse

range of products. We distribute Trading Card Games, Board games, and Figurines &
Merchandise. Under our Intrafin Games brand, we focus on the localisation and

distribution of expert board games. Join our team and be part of a company committed to
bringing joy and entertainment to enthusiasts worldwide! 

 DESKTOP PUBLISHER/GRAPHIC DESIGNER

As a Desktop Publisher / Graphic Designer, you will play a crucial role in the layout and
visualization of board games, packaging design, marketing materials, and other visual assets. You
will utilize Adobe software to adapt existing visuals, rulebooks, cards, and boards. Your attention
to detail, graphic design proficiency, and skills in typography, layout, color, and photo editing will
enhance visually appealing and technically sound materials. We are looking for a candidate with

a passion for design and an affinity for our products.
 

Perform layout & visualization of board

games using Adobe software

Adapt existing visuals, rulebooks, cards, ...

Handle layout and print preparation for

packaging, assignment booklets, leaflets,

catalogues, point of sale materials, and

online marketing assets

Collaborate with internal teams to ensure

visual assets align with brand guidelines and

marketing objectives

Prior graphic design experience is required

Proficiency in Adobe software. Willingness

to learn and adapt to new tools as needed.

Knowledge of typography, layout, colour, ...

French and/or Dutch + English

Strong eye for detail, organizational and

time management skills

Passion for board games, and related

products, particularly Intrafin Games is a plus

Live near office in Zaventem (max +/-25km)

Please submit your updated resume, cover letter and a portfolio showcasing your
relevant design work and language proficiency by sending an email  to

Jobs@intrafin.be.
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